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EFFECTS OF ORGANIZED VIOLENCE 
(WAR AND GENOCIDE) IN SURVIVORS

In 2022 many countries continue to immerse  
in organized violence. War and genocide are ex-
pressions of these brutal societal afflictions that 
have haunted societies for centuries. Survivors  
exhibit high rates of mental health and psycho-
social problems due to the inconceivable,  
dehumanized brutality that most of them have 
had to experience.  This affliction is later inherited 
through generations and the general social  
fabric is consequently destroyed due to losses of 
family members, growing mistrust and fear.

THE CHALLENGE

1
TRAUMA, ANEXIETY,  

DEPRESSION AND POST-
TRAUMATIC STRESS

2
LACK OF SOCIAL  

INTEGRATION AND  
SOCIAL CAPITAL

3
VULNERABILITY,  

ECONOMIC DEPRIVATION, 
LOWER EDUCATIONAL  

ATTAINMENT 

The Challenge 
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ma load as well as missing family 
 integration and support character-
izes their specific vulnerable situa-
tion. A great majority of the survi-
vors from Cambodia were female 
and woman-headed households, 
proven to be especially vulnerable, 
suffering from the effects of eco-
nomic deprivation, which includes 
a lack of food, housing and money 
for the education of their children 
(Kumar  K., 2001). In parallel, by 
examining the impact of the Rwan-
dan genocide on educational out-
comes, there was an 18,3 % drop 
in average educational attainment 
among children exposed the geno-
cide (Akresh and de Walque 2008) . 

Years following the Cambodian 
and Rwandan genocides, the last-
ing imprints of the violence are still 
present, and individuals must pro-
cess their grief and loss for commu-
nities to heal. 

CAMBODIA

RWANDA

2mio.
deaths

19
94

Exposure to traumatic stressors is a 
complex circumstance of life during 
and after wartimes, where the am-
biguous and complex nature of vic-
timhood in post-conflict societies is 
present. 

The Cambodian genocide took 
place between 1975 and 1979 
where at least 2 million civilians 
died, which represented a quar-
ter of the population at that time. 
On the other hand, the Rwandan 
civil war and genocide occurred in 
1994 and the death toll is around 
1 million people who were killed 
during 100 days, where roughly 
80 % of the Tutsi population was 
exterminated. 

Living through war and genocid-
al acts may lead to the develop-
ment of mental health symptoms 
including anxiety, depression and 
posttraumatic stress (Schaal et al., 
2012). Moreover, the experience of 
trauma may inhibit an individual’s 
ability to develop future positive 
relationships with others (Ronel and 
Elisha, 2011). The Cambodian and 
Rwandan genocides present par-
allel societal challenges where sur-
vivors and their families continue to 
present with considerable rates of 
PTSD and substantial depressive 
and anxiety symptoms. The data 
reveals that there’s a strong associ-
ation between health problems and 
psychosocial factors such as social 
integration.

Finally, descendants of genocide 
survivors show a higher risk for men-
tal health problems. A high trau-
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AZAHAR FOUNDATION’S TRANSRATIONAL PEACE FRAMEWORKThe solution to organized violence is  
peace. However, the approaches to under-
standing and facilitating peace are varied.  
AZAHAR Foundation utilizes creative 
 methods of peacebuilding that challenge 
the confines of conventional peacebuilding  
mechanisms in transitional and postconflict  
contexts. The positive conceptualizations 
of peace allows for a broadened under-
standing of peace as a transformative 
and dynamic process with multiple actors, 
 layers and interpretations (Lefurgey, 2021). 
The multifaceted socio-cultural expression 
of yoga, meditation, and arts integrate a 
mind-body practice that offers opportuni-
ties in peacebuilding on both individual and 
collective levels of well-being. 

THE SOLUTION

INDIVIDUAL 
EMPHASIS

COLLECTIVE  
EMPHASIS

CONFLICT  
AND TRAUMA  

TRANSFORMATION  
TECHNIQUES

BREATH 
ORIENTED

VOICE 
ORIENTED

MOVEMENT 
ORIENTED

The Solution
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The Innsbruck School of Peace Studies iden-
tifies the plurality of peace(s) to account for 
the undercurrents of conflict and post-con-
flict realities and the intricacies of human 
nature and relations. Their conceptual un-
derstanding of peace is constructed by five 
peace families (Echavarría Álvarez 2014): 

(1) Energetic peace
(2) Moral peace
(3) Modern peace
(4) Postmodern peace 
(5) Transrational peace 

AZAHAR Foundation supports interventions 
within a Transrational peace framework.  
This model values plurality and multiplicity, 
but also reintegrates the spiritual compo-
nent to an understanding of peacebuilding 
(Lefurgey, 2021). The word Transration-
al Peace applies the rationality of modern 
science while it transgresses its limits and 
holistically embraces all aspects of human 
nature for its interpretation of peace. Thus, 
it acknowledges peace as one possible 
mode of perception and does not proclaim 
ultimate reason, while acknowledging 
the complexity of the human experience 
 (UNESCO Chair for Peace Studies, 2016).

The applied and embodied methods 
under the umbrella of elicitive conflict 
transformation, as defined by UNESCO 
Chair of Peace Studies, include a wide 
range of “breath-oriented, voice-orient-
ed, and movement-oriented techniques”   
(Dietrich 2014, 55). Yoga, meditation and 
arts are primary techniques to facilitate 
peacebuilding systemic change in the-
non-traditional sense, through introspec-
tion and participation in shared, commu-
nity-driven experiences. (Lefurgey, 2017). 
In this understanding,  social healing is a 
multidirectional and nonlinear process that 

centers lived experience. It is a process 
through which individuals can build resil-
ience individually while collectively work-
ing towards broader ideas of social change 
(Lederach and  Lederach, 2010).

Yoga is a healing system of theory and prac-
tice, its a combination of breathing exercises, 
physical postures, and meditation, practiced 
for over 5000 years. Yoga is considered a 
mind-body intervention that is used to re-
duce the health effects of generalized stress 
and is believed to calm the nervous system 
and balance the body, mind, and spirit. The 
Yoga Sutras of  Patanjali is regarded as an 
authoritative script and outlines the eight 
limbs of yoga or guidelines for living a pur-
poseful life. The eight limbs are comprised 
of yamas, which involve morality and absti-
nence from outward actions, and niyamas, 
the practice of personal observances. Next 
are āsanas or body postures; prānayāma 
or breathing exercises; and prayāhāra, the 
control or withdrawal from the senses. Fol-
lowing these are dhāranā, which signifies a 
state of concertation and inner awareness; 
dhyāna or meditation and devotion; and 
lastly, samādhi, or the union with the divine 
or a state of complete liberation. Within the 
first component, yamas, which are a set of 
five ethical rules of moral imperatives, is the 
concept of ahimsā. The concept of ahimsā is 
inherently a peace-oriented component at 
the very foundation of yoga, signifying non-
violence. Ahimsā as non-violence is defined 
by avoiding any harm to other living beings 
and an offering of respect and protection to 
all life forms (Satchidananda, 2012). 

Complementarily, arts-based interven-
tions can facilitate transformative learning 
through creative expression and there-
by help people develop or enhance their 
 capacities for more constructive engage-

ment with conflict and build more coop-
erative relationships. These initiatives are 
more process-oriented, rather than results- 
focused (Beller 2009).

The Solution
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1
YOUNG PEACE  

MAKERS

4
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOLARSHIP & 

CULTURAL  
EXCHANGE FUND

2
CREATIVE 

FACILITATION  
FOR PEACE

5
YOGA AND  

MEDITATION STUDIO 

3
YOGA TEACHER 

TRAINING

6
COMMUNITY  

WELLNESS  
PROGRAM

AZAHAR Foundation’s Programs are structured in order  
to  develop a culture of peace in post-conflict societies. Our 
 contribution is deeply rooted in education, using creative 
 methodologies that promote peacebuilding at an individual 
and community level. We contribute to empowering the   
victims of violence to heal so that they can facilitate the healing 
of  communities and societies at large. 

OUR APPROACH

Our Approach
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PROGRAMS

1
YOUNG PEACE MAKERS

Target audience: Children and  
adolescents (3–18 years of age)

The program introduces diverse transfor-
mational disciplines to children and ad-
olescents in a playful and safe context. 
These disciplines expose them to a somatic 
experience that addresses the deeply root-
ed trauma lodged in their bodies. In turn, 
they awaken hidden talents and are shown 
pathways towards vocational develop-
ment in these fields.

 •  Most young people from vulnerable com-
munities will only be motivated to join 
programs when free food is involved, 
providing them with food is crucial to en-
suring their continued participation.

 •  The meals are vegan, as the yogic diet is 
the most compassionate and effective one 
to combat structural violence and to com-
bat climate change and world hunger.

2
CREATIVE FACILITATION FOR 

PEACE

Target audience: Young adults (16–25 years 
of age)

Tier 1: Peace Camps
Through Peace Camps, young adults address 
contemporary social issues in constructive and 
creative ways. During retreats, beneficiaries 
share experiences and best practices that con-
tribute to peacemaking. The methodologies 
used to facilitate an individual and collective 
experience are non-violent communication, 
yoga, meditation and arts.  These gatherings 
enable youth to develop basic introspection, 
communication and engagement tools to inte-
grate peacemaking practices and methodol-
ogies into their daily activities. 

Tier 2: Peace Facilitator Intensive
The Peace Facilitator Intensive curriculum is 
geared towards peace camp graduates who 
want to deepen the experiences and dedicate 
themselves to intensive vocational training as 
peace facilitators. This intensive offers partici-
pants the opportunity to develop their leader-
ship skills and provides them with specialized 
tools and methodologies to facilitate peace-
making. Through this intensive track, young 
adults become transformational beacons of 
peace within their communities. The main sub-
jects covered are Non-Violent Communica-
tion, Authentic Leadership, Women’s Empow-
erment, Art Therapy (Dance, Poetry, Circus, 
Bokantor) and Yoga / Meditation. The Peace 
Facilitator Curriculum also provides partici-
pants with a pathway to professional training. 

3 
YOGA TEACHER TRAINING 

Target audience: Young adult graduates 
from Creative Facilitation for Peace program  
(16–25 years of age)

As a pathway to professional training, 
 AZAHAR Foundation provides yoga teach-
er trainings through local training programs. 
Outstanding and committed participants are 
then invited to teach at the AZAHAR yoga 
studios or within the community wellness pro-
grams to generate revenue streams for their 
livelihoods. 

AZAHAR Cambodia has recently become a 
Jivamukti Yoga® Affiliate studio, specializ-
ing in the Jivamukti method through yoga, 
meditation and spiritual activism. AZAHAR 
Foundation is also continuously westablish-
ing partnership with local and international 
schools, universities, NGOs and foundations 
to further arts and peacebuilding.  
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PROGRAMS

4
INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP 
AND INTERNATIONAL CULTURAL 

EXCHANGE FUND

Target audience: Adults from conflict and 
post-conflict contexts (18 years and older), 
graduates from Intensive Peace Facilitator 
program or Yoga Teacher Training program. 

International training and cultural exchanges 
are an effective means to promote tolerance 
and respect within the global community and 
expose participants from developing coun-
tries to high quality teachings and standards, 
particularly in relation to healing practices.   
Every year AZAHAR Cambodia selects and 
sponsors scholarship recipients to earn an in-
ternational accreditation that elevates their 
standard of teaching and peace facilitation 
skills.

AZAHAR Foundation, in partnership with 
Jivamukti Yoga® has offered international 
scholarship awards to yoga teachers from 
Colombia, Lebanon, Cambodia, Rwanda, 
Ivory Coast and Syria for participation in the 
international 300HR Jivamukti Yoga Teacher 
Training. 

Additionally, the international cultural ex-
changes have allowed facilitator participants 
across diversified disciplines to improve their 
peace facilitation skills and share the im-
pact of the methodologies they utilize within 
their local contexts and thus, contribute to a 
systemic shift in the paradigm of traditional 
peacemaking.  

5
YOGA AND MEDITATION STUDIO 

Target audience: Adult (25 years and  older) 
graduates from Yoga Teacher  Training pro-
gram

AZAHAR’s Yoga studios provide an oppor-
tunity for peace facilitators and yoga teach-
ers to improve their livelihoods by generat-
ing revenue through teaching opportunities. 
AZAHAR Cambodia currently manages the 
studio marketing, teaching schedule, studio 
maintenance and provides continued educa-
tion to its teachers and facilitators. 

The yoga studios develop awareness 
amongst their communities about the existing 
methodologies and practices that inherently 
contribute to individual healing and peace. 
This, in turn, enhances the community social 
capital and provides opportunities for social 
and economic development. 

6
COMMUNITY WELLNESS  

PROGRAM

Target audience: Adult (25 years and older) 
graduates from Intensive Peace  Facilitator 
program or Yoga Teacher  Training program

The Community Wellness Program is service 
through which AZAHAR Foundation devel-
ops communication for update by delivering 
a message of peace, conflict resolution, heal-
ing, tolerance, respect and non-violence to 
businesses, NGOs and peers within the com-
munities it serves. Peace facilitators provide 
a structured approach, methodology and 
resources that enhance stakeholder wellness 
and social justice, thereby continuing to pro-
mote a culture of peace and improving the 
conditions of stakeholders within different 
sectors, while generating a revenue stream 
for yoga teachers and peace facilitators.

Our constituents progress 
through our programs on 
a structured path where 
they’re able to graduate 
from one tier to the next  
so that they ultimately 
become leading peace 
facilitators and advocates 
within their communities.

Young Peace  
Makers

Yoga Teacher  
Training

Community 
Wellness 
Program

Creative  
Facilitation 
for Peace

Internat.  
Scholarship & 

 Internat. Cultural  
Exchange Fund

Yoga &  
Meditation 

Studio
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5
ANNUAL PEACE CAMPS

Comprehensive Peace  
Curriculum integrated by  
diverse voice, breath and  

movement oriented  
modules. 

2
CENTERS FOR PEACE, 

YOGA AND ARTS
in Phnom Penh and  

Siem Reap

2016
Peace Facilitator  

Intensive Program launched 
in Phnom Penh

TRAUMA  
SENSITIVE 
TEACHER  
TRAINING

6 recipients in  
the past 2 years

16
GRADUATED 

TEACHERS
from AZAHAR Foundation 

Teacher Training

150+
 LOCAL YOGA CAMBODIAN  
PRACTITIONERS TRAINED

Cross-cultural and inter-cultur-
al experience in the context of 
promoting self-awareness and 

community sharing.

Yoga and Meditation Studio 
Yoga Phnom Penh

145+
CLASSES / MONTH

2,5K+ 
STUDENTS / YEAR

trough our Community  
Wellness Program

283 
CLASSES WITH  

NGO PARTNERS

382 
CLASSES WITH  

CORPORATE PARTNERS

JIVAMUKTI YOGA
300HR TEACHER 

TRAINING
17 graduates  

over the past 4 years

recipients from  
Cambodia, Rwanda,  

Syria, Colombia,  
Lebanon and  
Ivory Coast

shared with vulnerable
children at Mahoub Bous,

first Cambodian vegan 
restaurant

800+  
FREE MEALS

OUR CONTRIBUTION*
FACTS AND FIGURES

AZAHAR Foundation contributes to peace building 
by enabling community exchanges and inter-
actions while exposing local communities and 
 prospect community leaders to tools and practic-
es that can empower them. The  local knowledge 
is central to creating a culture of peace, where 
participation is encouraged and monumental to 
fostering sustainability through a multiplier-effect.
We provide a space and facilitate resources for 
local stakeholders to become the healers of trau-
matized and wounded societies. 
*  Please find all of our data from this section 
on the last page of this report

Our Contribution
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PROGRAMS 
WITH A HUMAN FACE

“Our individual actions 
shape our circumstances.  
My next step is to cultivate 
and maintain my spiritual 
 practice … and expand as 
much as I can to others”

“I’ve experienced a trans-
formation within myself at 
another level. I feel more 
freedom within me – the 
freedom with my body 
and freedom of thoughts”LIVA SIN

Peace and Leadership Forum Interna-
tional Cultural Exchange Recipient,
Former Deputy Executive Director  
AZAHAR Cambodia

I was really interested in the panels about 
Peace and Conflict Analysis and the topic of 
World Perspectives. I was exposed to many 
techniques and methodologies that are 
a good to learn and apply to Cambodia’s 
context. Besides the Peace and Leadership 
training, I have participated in CATs pro-
gram (Children as Actors for Transforming 
Society). This opportunity allowed me to 
analyze our experience with young peace 
makers in parallel to this international ex-
perience.

CHHAYLEANG KAUY
Jivamukti Yoga Teacher Training Recipient,
Current Program Manager at AZAHAR 
Cambodia 

After one full month of international teacher 
training I have a deeper understanding of 
what yoga is to me and how to serve others 
with what I have learned. I am able to view 
my life’s experiences with a different and 
better perspective than I did before. I have 
learned that our individual actions shape 
our circumstances. The individual action 
is so powerful to create something good 
or bad. So, my next step is to cultivate and 
maintain my spiritual practice to make sure 
that I can experience what is the real hap-
piness and peace from within. Then the next 
step is to expand as much as I can to oth-
ers. I am now working with a community of 
likeminded people at  AZAHAR  Foundation 
to build peace from within and that is really 
fulfilling. 

EM VUN 
Jivamukti Yoga Teacher Training Recipient,
Community Wellness Program Liason 

I am very grateful for being able to attend 
the international Jivamukti Yoga Teacher 
Training in 2019 which was sponsored by 
AZAHAR Foundation. After Training I found 
a deeper connection to myself (my breath, 
my body & mind and spirit) which brings 
me more inner peace and freedom. Conse-
quently, I’ve become friendlier to the living 
things and people around as well as gain-
ing more self-confidence.

“This [Cultural Exchange] 
opportunity allowed me 
to analyze our experience 
with young peace makers 
in parallel to this inter-
national ex perience.”

Programs with a Human Face
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“My biological  
mother gave me a physi-
cal body, while  AZAHAR 
 Foundation gave me 
 wisdom, knowledge,  
and life skills” 

“I am blessed that  
AZAHAR Foundation has 
offered me a valuable  
oppor  tunity to participate 
in Trauma Sensitive Yoga 
Training. The Trauma  
Sensitive Yoga is one of the 
most effective and import-
ant mechanisms to heal 
old generations and young 
genera  tions in Cambodia.”

SREYLIN VAT
AZAHAR Cambodia Teacher Training 
Recipient

“My biological mother gave me a physical 
body while AZAHAR Foundation gave me 
wisdom, knowledge and life skills”
  I met Yogeswari while I was at the or-
phanage center when she provided yoga 
and food to all the kids there. Since then,  
I had the opportunity to expand my knowl-
edge through AZAHAR Cambodia’s spon-
sorship to study in a good school where I 
was able to access an education and also 
meet a lot of good people. Besides that,  
I also got the chance to keep practicing 
yoga and received a scholarship to under-
go a yoga teacher training that transformed 
me. I feel so blessed when I look back be-
cause I was a very shy and scared little girl 
but through AZAHAR Foundation’s support, 
I became a strong and independent leader 
for my community. 

RATY KHUN
Jivamukti Yoga Teacher Training Recipient,
Social Media and IT Officer

Taking the Jivamukti teacher training was a 
life-changing experience for me. It was one 
of the most incredible awakenings of my 
spirit, my heart and my understanding of 
yoga. I love learning and reading about an-
cient yogic texts, the foundations of asanas, 
yoga philosophy, and so much more. This 
course did not only teach me about asana, 
but also how to become a yoga teacher. 
One of my favorite parts of this training is 
the hands-on teaching of asanas in class. I 
am grateful for this opportunity and would 
like to share and uplift others.

VICTORY VUTHY
Jivamukti Yoga Teacher Training Recipient / 
Trauma Sensitive Yoga  Teacher Training,  
Quality Control Program Manager

Peacebuilding has been my passion that 
has motivated me to work and contribute 
to peace and development in Cambodia. 
Only until I found Vipassana meditation and 
yoga, did realize that building without it was 
not enough. Together, building peace within 
is more sustainable, especially in  Cambodia. 
From my experience and observation from 
working in this area for a decade, this is an 
answer to help our country heal, which is 
AZAHAR Foundation’s mission in  Cambodia. 
I am grateful that I’ve found yoga at  AZAHAR 
Cambodia. After participating  in  Jivamukti 
Yoga Teacher Training, I’ve experienced a 
transformation within myself at another lev-
el. I feel more freedom within me – the free-
dom with my body and freedom of thoughts, 
and it helps me connect deeper within, as 
a woman. Jivamukti teaches me love and 
compassion to all beings, which I think it is 
very important for leaders nowadays and 
for anyone who wants to empower others 
by advocating for it at grassroots, national, 
international levels.
  Additionally, I am blessed that AZAHAR 
Foundation has offered me a valuable op-
portunity to participate in Trauma Sensitive 
Yoga Training. The Trauma Sensitive Yoga 
is one of the most effective and important 
mechanism to heal old generations and 
young generations in Cambodia. Hopefully, 
after finishing TSY, I’m better equipped for 
working empathically with those who are 
dealing with trauma and I may be able to 
contribute to their healing. 
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YOGA 
World Health Organization recog-
nized yoga as a health tool and began 
research on how to integrate yoga into 
universal healthcare (World Health 
 Organization, 2015). In December 
2014, the United Nations General 
Assembly officially declared June 21 
the International Day of Yoga (United 
 Nations General Assembly 2014).

Yoga has the potential to offer a space 
to encounter emotional, mental, and 
physical discomforts. It provides some 
of the tools required for nourishing 
and building one’s own intelligibili-
ty through cultivating self-awareness 
and a harmonious body-mind rela-
tionship (Echavarría Alvarez, 2014). 
Yoga’s breath and movement tech-
niques may help elicit the resources 
of the human body engaged with the 
peacework process. 

MEDITATION

Meditation calls on its practitioners to 
harness the present moment, a phe-
nomenon that contrasts with conven-
tional understandings and applied 
mechanisms of peace building, such 
as truth commissions that focus on 
learning from the past and working 
towards a better future. This shift from 
the dominant model that in many cas-
es uproots linear thinking and solu-
tions for peace offers the potential 
for new possibilities and solutions to 
emerge that address conflicts in their 
complex and non-linear nature. 

The meditation practice allows for the 
awareness of mental and emotional 
tendencies and for non-reactiveness 
to these impulses. The strong ethical 
values of yoga are designed to build 
a more peaceful, more compassion-
ate and more noble human being.

Yoga can be adapted to various cul-
tures and communities, as well as 
within physical spaces with very little 
room to move, or without the tangible 
instruments required for the practice. 
Additionally, it can be a cost-effective 
tool that draws on existing communal-
ly held knowledge and beliefs and can 
focus on the needs of a specific commu-
nity with its members as key resources 
in this process (Lederach, 1995).

Yoga boosts the immune system 
through exercising the body and giving 
it more suppleness, strength and radi-
ance, thus elevating one’s self-esteem. 
Yoga works deeply on the organs, the 
endocrine system and increases car-
dio-vascular health and lung capaci-
ty. The effects on the parasympathetic 
nervous system allow for relaxation, 
and the release of dopamine positive-
ly affects mental and emotional states.

“Yoga has the potential to 
offer a space to encounter 
emotional, mental, and 
physical discomforts. It 
provides some of the tools 
required for nourishing 
and building one’s own 
intelligibility through culti-
vating self-awareness and 
a harmonious body-mind 
relationship” 
—Echavarría Alvarez

OUR METHODS 
YOGA, MEDITATION,  
ARTS AND EDUCATION

Our Methods
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“Art is unquestionably  
one of the purest and 
highest elements in human 
happiness. It trains the 
mind through the eye, and 
the eye through the mind.  
As the sun colours flowers, 
so does art colour life.”
 —John Lubbock

ARTS
Arts are the result of a creative pro-
cess. A person who deeply engag-
es with their creativity is less likely to 
involve themselves with destructive 
behavior. The arts are an apprecia-
tion of beauty, which helps to elevate 
oneself from the ruins of poverty, 
war and violence. Most importantly, 
the arts are an expression of cultur-
al identity, much of which has been 
destroyed by colonization, war and 
genocide. Both in Cambodia and 
Rwanda artists were among the first 
to be executed.   Reawakening tra-
ditional cultural, as well as spiritual 
traditions greatly contributes to the 
healing, grounding and reconstruc-
tion of a culture or a nation.

EDUCATION
Our partners and beneficiaries re-
ceive an education that is founded in 
strong ethical values, which promotes 
physical and mental health, and 
self-confidence. Our education pro-
grams enable our partners to partake 
in initiatives that lead to healing and 
sustainable livelihoods. Our constitu-
ents progress through our programs 
on a structured path where they’re 
able to graduate from one tier to the 
next so that they ultimately become 
leading peace facilitators and ad-
vocates within their communities. 
 Furthermore, education-based de-
velopment enables empowerment 
as constituents become aware of 
the key elements of their well-being 
and that of their livelihoods. Thus, by 
becoming increasingly aware of the 
effects of interventions, stakeholders 
become protagonists that conscious-
ly contribute to their well-being and 
consequently replicate and enhance 
this development model.
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OUR FUNDRAISING
WHAT MAKES OUR WORK BLOSSOM

SOURCES OF FUNDS

80 % Individual Donors
8 %  Social Enterprise  

related field services
5 % Online Yoga Classes
3 % Fundraising Events
3 % Online Campaigns
1 % Program Grants

FUNDRAISING  
CHANNELS 

PayPal and Credit Card 
Stripe payments online – 
AZAHAR Foundation web-
site

GoFundMe  Campaigns  
online – AZAHAR 
 Foundation website

Transfers and Deposits to 
Bank Accounts

Total Giving AZAHAR 
 Foundation Page and  
QR code – UK Donations

OUR INVESTMENTS 

79 %  Program Investments
21 %  Administrative and 

 Fundraising Investments

TOTAL FUNDRAISED SINCE 2012: 

$ 944 275,26 
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THE FUTURE OF  
AZAHAR FOUNDATION
2022 GOALS

COMMUNICATIONS

•  Advance our cause to engage supporters 
and stakeholders around our timely and 
urgent quest for peace, trough healing, 
education and sustainability in our target 
communities.

•  Effectively communicate the attributes, val-
ues and strategy of AZAHAR  Foundation, 
highlighting its impact, target communi-
ties and innovative approaches.

  •  Informative bi-monthly newsletters 

  •  Annual Reports for accountability, con-
text and results-based information de-
livery

  •  Website with integrated resources and 
information about our work

  •  Social Media (Instagram, Facebook and 
LinkedIn) for up-to-date information about 
events, news and messaging messaging

FUNDRAISING 

•  Increase our individual donor base by 
effectively communicating our organiza-
tional case for support and our specific 
appeals.

•  Systematically cultivate and improve in-
dividual donor base engagement and 
stewardship.

•  Diversify our funding sources through 
grants and private sector partnerships.

PROGRAMS 

•  Develop learning from current programs 
to transfer, scale-up and replicate our 
frameworks and methodologies.

•  Expand our program partnership with peer 
organizations and businesses aligned with 
our mission and vision.

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

•  Develop an operating model and infra-
structure that adequately supports our 
sustainability strategy through streamlined 
operations and increased fundraising.

•  Integrate tools and resources to enhance 
Strategy, Governance, Monitoring & Eval-
uation, Financial Reporting, Fundraising 
and Communications. 

The Future of AZAHAR
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“We often think of peace as the absence of war, that if powerful countries would reduce their weapon 
arsenals, we could have peace. But if we look deeply into the weapons, we see our own minds- our own 

prejudices, fears and ignorance. Even if we transport all the bombs to the moon, the roots of war and 
the roots of bombs are still there, in our hearts and minds, and sooner or later we will make new bombs. 

To work for peace is to uproot war from ourselves and from the hearts of men and women.”
 

—Thich Nhat Hanh



CAMBODIA

Young Peace Makers
2007 Kien Khleang Orphanage Center is a govern-
ment-run establishment in Phnom Penh where the first 
generation of AZAHAR’s students were approached. 
Individualized sponsorship program for yoga and sup-
porting education Khleang Orphanage in Phnom Penh, 
in partnership with Krama Yoga, a local NGO, and ELT 
 (English Language Training Institute). 

2013 AZAHAR was able to start teaching classes at 
 Riverkids, an NGO that is located in one of the most 
vulnerable slums in Phnom Penh, where about 70 % 
of adults are making a living as trash collectors, and 
where many young people are victims of child traffick-
ing and other forms of violence and abuse. 

In 2013, five of the young people from AZAHAR’s 
Kien  Khleang Orphanage project were enrolled in 
Bodysmart, a 2-year Pre-Teacher Training program 
for teenagers, run by AZAHAR’s partner organization, 
Krama Yoga, and funded by Taiwanese Yoga teacher 
John Ang. 

2015 three weekly yoga classes for young people from 
Kien Khleang orphanage center and RIverkids NGO 

Creative Facilitation for Peace
Peace Camps: 5 Annual Peace Camps
 •  Gender streamlining component
 •  Highly motivated young people, mostly women, who 

live in conditions of poverty, including former garment 
workers

Peace Facilitator Intensive Program
 •  Launched in 2016 in Phom Phen
 •  2017: Two year peace curriculum developed /  

Peace facilitation school opened in Siem Reap
 •  2018: Peace program internship component launched 

through community grassroots programs and local 
NGOs

Yoga Training Retreats
 •  10 yoga retreats since 2009 
 •  More than 150 local yoga Cambodian practitioners 

trained

 •  Cross-cultural and inter-cultural experience in the context 
of promoting self-awareness and community sharing. 

Yoga Teacher Trainings
 •  Co-Sponsored International Yoga Teacher Trainings
 •  2 co-sponsored teacher trainings with international 

certifications in combination with AZAHAR Foundation 
Peace Curriculum. 

 •  32 teacher graduates. (2016, 2017)

AZAHAR Foundation Yoga Teacher Training
 •  AZAHAR Foundation 200HR, 100HR, and 50HR 

Teacher Training (Jivamukti inspired) with integrated 
Peace Curriculum.

 •  16 teacher graduates. 

International Yoga Teacher Trainings 

1. Jivamukti Yoga® 300HR Yoga Teacher Training
 •  2022: Online Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(3 months) (6 participants from Cambodia)
 •  2022: Annual Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(1 year) (3 participants from Rwanda)
 •  2020: Annual Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(1 month) (1 graduate from Cambodia)
 •  2019: Annual Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(1 month) (1 graduate from Cambodia)
 •  2018: Annual Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(1 month) (1 graduate from Cambodia)
 •  2005: Annual Jivamukti Yoga Teacher training  

(1 month) (Graduates from Lebanon, Colombia,  
Ivory Coast, Syria and Rwanda)

 Trauma Sensitive Yoga Teacher Training  
by Fundación Radika
 •  2021: (2 graduates from Cambodia and  

2 Participants from Rwanda)
 •  2022: (2 participants from Cambodia) 

Centers for Peace, Yoga and Arts 
 •  2 Centers opened Phnom Penh and Siem Reap*
* Currently only Phnom Penh center is operating as Siem 
Reap center closed in 2021, due to the effects of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic

Mahoub Bous Vegan Restaurant
 •  First Cambodian vegan restaurant within the country*
 •  800+ free vegan meals distributed to vulnerable chil-

dren within Phnom Penh and Siem Reap
* Mahoub Bous restaurant closed in 2021, due to the ef-
fects of the COVID-19 Pandemic

Yoga and Meditation Studio
Average Activity Level on Annual Basis: 
 •  145+ classes per month
 •  6+ events per year
 •  Classes every day of the week (In studio and lives-

tream)
 •  Average Reach on Annual Basis: 2,500+ students per 

year

Community Wellness Program:
Average Activity Level and Reach on Annual Basis
 •  Classes/Sessions with Private Sector Partners:  

Activity Level: 392 sessions, Reach: 390 participants
 •  Classes/Sessions with NGO Partners: 

Activity Level: 283 sessions, Reach: 172 participants
 •  Classes/Sessions with School Partners:  

Activity Level: 120 sessions, Reach: 50 participants
 •  Classes/Sessions with Individual Partners:  

Activity Level: 35 sessions, Reach: 10 participants

RWANDA

Peace facilitation is offered through by partnering 
with NGOs that work with our target populations. In 
Rwanda, AZAHAR Foundation has experienced work-
ing with diverse target audiences; from elderly farm-
ers who directly experienced the trauma of war and 
genocide to younger generations of women who cur-
rently contribute to the livelihoods of their communities 
through their artistic skills. Although the target audi-
ences might be demographically diverse, they active-
ly engage in peace-building activities that shape their 
community’s social construct. 

Cambodia Partners and Friends
 •  Phare, The Cambodian Circus
 •  Cambodia Living Arts
 •  Anjali House
 •  Youth For Peace
 •  Krama Yoga
 •  Riverkids
 •  Phare Ponleu Selpak
 •  Restaurants Sans Frontieres
 •  Happy Chandara 
 •  Afesip
 •  United Sisterhood Alliance 
 •  CCPCR (Cambodian Center for the  

Protection of Children’s rights)
 •  Decathlon

Rwanda Partners and Friends
 •  Agahozo Shalom
 •  Indego Africa
 •  Genocide Against the Tutsi (GAERG)
 •  Imbuto Foundation
 •  Art Masala 
 •  Yego Yoga 

Global Partnerships AZAHAR Foundation

FRIENDS OF AZAHAR 
FOUNDATION

OUR CONTRIBUTION DATA
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